Positive Attributes

- Extrovert
  - Charismatic
  - Ambitious
  - Exuberant
  - Fast learner
  - Energetic
  - Athletic
  - Endurance
  - Perceptive
  - Consistent
  - Dependable
  - Forgiving
  - Bonding
  - Obedient
  - Submissive

- Introvert
  - Content
  - "Sweet"
  - Calm
  - Clever
  - Playful
  -Tolerant

- Left-Brain
  - ExIntrovert
  - Positive
  - Tolerant

- Right-Brain
  - ExtIntrovert
  - Positive
  - Sensitive

• More dots in the top two quadrants denote performance qualities.
• More dots in the bottom two quadrants denote reliable qualities.
• More dots in more quadrants, the more "all-round" the horse is.